LET’S NAVIGATE NEXT, TOGETHER

With Palo Alto Networks & Infosys
The state of enterprise cybersecurity challenges

The digital landscape has transformed, requiring enterprises to adopt a new approach to security. With hybrid work here to stay, users can now work from anywhere, at any time, and across any device and app. The shift to cloud has also accelerated resulting in increased operations in hybrid, multi-cloud estates. However, the number of sophisticated large-scale cyber-attacks are rising, and businesses are impeded as attackers exploit the security gaps in point products.

Enterprises must adopt a proactive cybersecurity strategy in order to

Understand the threat landscape and know what’s at stake
Be equipped to prevent, detect and effectively respond to all threats across every vector—network, cloud, endpoints and software supply chain
Maximize security efficacy while optimizing total cost of ownership


Infosys in partnership with Palo Alto Networks offers best-in-breed, next-gen cybersecurity services

Security Operations
One-stop comprehensive cybersecurity solution for swift security maturity with Infosys Cyber Next Platform Powered Services

Network Security
The convenience of SASE and Firewall as a service powered by Palo Alto Networks Prisma Access

Cloud Security
Infosys Secure Cobalt Cloud for globally dispersed enterprises backed by Palo Alto Networks Prisma Cloud

Endpoint Security
Managed EDR (MEDR) - As a Service powered by Palo Alto Networks XSOAR

Threat Intelligence and Incident Response
Unit 42 brings together world-renowned threat researchers, incident responders, and security consultants to help you proactively manage cyber risk through Infosys Breach Response Services
Network Security

The convenience of SASE and Firewall as a service

SASE for all users and business partners
Perimeterless architecture, cloud first and internet first approach

ZTNA 2.0 transformation
Make zero trust a reality with this hands-on consulting, deployment and security assurance services

Frictionless delivery of SASE & Zero Trust
Robust methodology honed over several large-scale security transformation projects

Firewalls for DC, cloud and EDGE
Next gen services that deliver proactive real-time and inline zero-day protection

Cloud Security

Infosys Secure Cobalt cloud for globally dispersed enterprises

Single-point accountability
Assurance extended to cloud capabilities and innovations from partners

End-to-end services cover
Cloud security assessment, transformation and assurance along with posture management

Regulatory and security compliance
Baked along with technical and financial governance into every solution delivered

Cloud-native services and solutions
Security-first design services for cloud-native landscapes

Design, built and operated an integrated SASE solution for a leading Australian mining company’s digital workplace based upon Palo Alto Networks Prisma Access

Delivered Zero Trust aligned security framework across the remote networks and mobile users

Enabled 15000 global users and leveraged Palo Alto Networks Prisma Access to safely access cloud and data center applications deployed across 5 data centers and 130 remote networks

Implemented Cloud Security Posture Management (CSPM) for a leading investment company in USA

Deployed Palo Alto Networks Prisma CSPM to enhance visibility of cloud asset inventory, security misconfigurations, continuous compliance score and auto-remediation

Reduced manual dependency and enhanced visibility, governance and compliance with Palo Alto Networks Prisma Cloud
Endpoint Security

Managed EDR (MEDR) - As a Service

Managed detection for user endpoints
Continuous management and monitoring of endpoint using leading EDR capabilities

Managed detection for workload protection
Ongoing monitoring and protection of cloud workloads via purpose-built collection agents

Continuous threat monitoring, detection and defense
Security monitoring, threat analysis, detection and proactive defense services

Expert-led response and guidance
Take proactive and reactive action to block, shut down, and remediate active threats

Security Operations

One-stop comprehensive cybersecurity solution for swift security maturity

Holistic security cover
Robust services spanning incident, threat, vulnerability and risk management

Elevated security posture
Pre-integrated, continuously improved best-of-the-breed products

Cyber defense centers
Robust processes to prevent, detect, assess and respond to threats and breaches.

Continuous threat monitoring, detection and defense
Security monitoring, threat analysis, detection and proactive defense services

Secured the endpoints of a leading financial investment company by leveraging Palo Alto Networks Cortex XDR

Deployed Palo Alto Networks Cortex XDR agent to detect and respond to security threats across networks, endpoints, and cloud

Integrated Palo Alto Networks Cortex XDR solution with Palo Alto Networks Wildfire to automatically prevent threats found on the networks/ endpoints providing coverage across the globe

Strengthened cybersecurity posture for of a logistics company

Deployed 130+ security use cases and four SOAR playbooks for effective and automated detection of cyber threats

Performed log monitoring and incident response via Infosys CDC with 24x7 SOC support for cloud infrastructure
Services are delivered with the signature S3/4D approach from Infosys
Awards and Recognitions

- Ten-time Gartner Magic Quadrant™ Leader for Network Firewalls
- Leader in Forrester Wave™ Network Access, Q3 2021
- Best Cloud Workload Protection Solution 2022 SC Awards
- Leader in the Avasant Cybersecurity Services 2022 RadarView
- Leader in the ISG Provider Lens™ Cybersecurity Services and Solutions 2021 for U.S
- Palo Alto Networks Cortex JAPAC Partner of the Year 2020
About Infosys

Infosys Cybersecurity enables your business to scale with assurance. By driving an enterprise mindset towards secure by design at every stage of the business lifecycle, we minimize security risks while maximizing visibility of the security threat, impact & resolution. We also optimize cost and amplify reach while making you secure by scale, ensuring that our focus on innovating next-gen threat protection solutions in newer technologies will secure your business’s future.

About Palo Alto Networks

Palo Alto Networks, the global cybersecurity leader, continually delivers innovation to enable secure digital transformation—even as the pace of change is accelerating. Our mission is to be the cybersecurity partner of choice, protecting our digital way of life. Every day, we provide the visibility, trusted intelligence, automation and flexibility that help complex organizations advance securely. By delivering a comprehensive portfolio and empowering a growing ecosystem of partners, Palo Alto Networks is at the forefront of protecting tens of thousands of organizations across clouds, networks, and mobile devices. For more information, visit www.paloaltonetworks.com